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In Friends, what are the characters first names who are brother and sister? Ross and Monica 
What are the names of the Flower Pot Men? Bill and Ben 
What Cult TV show slogan was ‘I am not a number, I am a free man’? The Prisoner 
Who’s nemesis is Elmor Fudd? Bugs Bunny 
What colour was Starsky and Hutch’s car? Red with a White Flash 
In which City was Albion Market set? Manchester 
Who invited us to stay in for a Saturday Night Takeaway? Ant and Dec 
Who won the 2006 X Factor competition? Leona Lewis 
Which duo presented Strictly Come Dancing until 2013? Bruce Forsyth and Tess Daly 
In the TV Series, Inspector Morse, what is the first name of Sergeant Lewis? Robbie 
Which classic TV comedy was set in Slade Prison? Porridge 
What is the name of the popular Channel 4 series that watches people watching television? Gogglebox 
Which actor is the host of TV quiz show ‘The Chase’? Bradley Walsh 
In ‘The Simpsons’, who is older – Lisa or Bart? Bart 
Matt Lucas and David Walliams starred in which TV sketch show? Little Britain 
Which duo host ‘I’m A Celebrity… Get Me Out Of Here’? Ant and Dec 
What is the first name of Mrs Brown of ‘Mrs Browns Boys’? Agnes 
DI Humphrey Goodman is the central character in which Caribbean-set crime drama? Death in Paradise 
David Tennant, Christopher Eccleston and Matt Smith have all played which TV time-traveller? Dr Who 
‘The Woolpack’ is a fictional pub in which British Soap? Emmerdale 
What is the name of the voice-over artist who has narrated Big Brother since the shows premiere in 
2000? 

Marcus Bentley 

In Breaking Bad, drug kingpin Gustavo Fring hides his criminal activities behind a chain of fast-food 
restaurants selling fried chicken - what is it called? 

Los Pollos Hermanos 

What is the name of the aristocratic family in Downton Abbey? Crawley 
How many new incarnations of the Doctor have there been since Doctor Who returned to British 
screens in 2005? 

Six 

Which comic actor and game show host's voice can be heard on kids' TV in Danger Mouse and Hey 
Duggee? 

Alexander Armstrong 

Michaela Coel received a BAFTA for Best Female Comedy Performance for which E4 sitcom, that she 
created, wrote and starred in? 

Chewing Gum 
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The first time he died in EastEnders, 'Dirty' Dan Watts was shot and fell into a canal. Where did he 
end up the second time he was killed on the show? 

Buried in the cellar underneath the Queen 
Vic 

What is the name of the Strictly Come Dancing spin-off show that Claudia Winkleman presented 
before graduating to hosting the main programme? 

Strictly Come Dancing: It Takes Two 

Which channel began to broadcast first, BBC Two or ITV? ITV 
The Singing Detective, Pennies from Heaven, Blackeyes and Lipstick on Your Collar were the work of 
which TV Playright? 

Dennis Potter 

In the sitcom Married With Children what was the father's name? Al Bundy 
What TV Series is set in the fictional continent of 'Westeros’? Game of Thrones 
The Netflix Original Series: The House of Cards is based in...? Washington DC 
Which sci-fi series, set in the 1980s, stars Winona Ryder as Joyce Byers? Stranger Things 
Police internal investigations unit, AC-12, is the focus of which series? Line of Duty 
Which series is set in London in the 1950s is based on the memoirs of Jennifer Worth? Call the Midwife 
Which fictional British Soldier in the Napoleonic Wars was played by Sean Bean? Richard Sharpe 
Miley Cyrus made her name in which TV Series? Hannah Montana 
Which girl group performed during the opening minutes of Channel 5’s launch in 1997 in the UK? The Spice Girls 
What is the main pub called in Peaky Blinders where the Shelby’s meet? The Garrison Tavern 
Ant and Dec first worked together on which children’s TV drama? Byker Grove 
Victoria Wood starred as Bren in which sitcom set in a canteen in a Manchester? Dinnerladies 
Captain George Mainwaring is one of the main characters in which long-running British sitcom? Dad's Army 
Stacey Dooley made her TV debut on which BBC Three documentary series in 2008? Blood, Sweat and T-shirts 
Before Meghan Markle became the Duchess of Sussex, which US TV legal drama did she star in? Suits 
Which animated TV Series is set in Springfield? The Simpsons 
Who is Paul O’Grady’s blonde, cigarette smoking alter-ego? Lily Savage 
Living in Elwood City, the characters DW, Brain, Sue Ellen and Tommy Tibble are from what cartoon 
TV Series? 

Arthur 

In which country was 'I'm a Celebrity... Get Me Out of Here!' filmed before being moved to Wales? Australia 
Which series starring Martin Clunes is set in the fictional seaside village of Portwenn? Doc Martin 
Starring Ralf Little as DI Neville Parker, on which fictional island is BBC drama series 'Death in 
Paradise' set? 

Saint Marie 

Which former TOWIE star is the husband of actress Jacqueline Jossa? Dan Osborne 
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Which bear made his debut in 1958 as a supporting character in The Huckleberry Hound Show? Yogi Bear 
Who lives in a pineapple under the sea? Spongebob Squarepants 
In 'Wallace and Gromit', what is Wallace's profession? Eccentric Inventor 
Which British TV Soap was first screened on Friday 09 December 1960? Coronation Street 
Which 1990s sitcom, set in California, starred Will Smith? Fresh Price of Bel Air 
Justin Fletcher is famous for being ______? Mr Tumble 
What is the name of the pub in Emmerdale The Woolpack 
Which American actress became known for her role in TV series 'Ally McBeal' and has appeared Lucy Liu 
several films including 'Charlie's Angels’? The Simpsons 
Homer, Marge, Bart, Lisa and Maggie are characters from what show? Married... with Children 
The theme tune of what TV show was Frank Sinatra's version of 'Love and Marriage’? Law and Order 
Name the TV crime franchise in which the first half of the show focuses on the police investigation 
and the second half, the trial? 

10pm 

Sir Trevor McDonald returned to what timeslot at the start of 2008? Snowy River 
Which Australian series was subtitled 'The McGregor Saga’? A pickle factory 
What is the name of the Tower Block where the Trotters live in Only Fools And Horses? Nelson Mandela House 
Which Scriptwriter’s successful sitcoms include ‘Bread’? Carla Lane 
In Blackadder III, which nineteenth-century writer does Edmund Blackadder describe as ‘a huge 
Yorkshireman with a beard like a Rhododendron Bush’? 

Jane Austen 

Which Character in ‘Dads Army’ was known for his Catchphrase ‘We’re Doomed, We’re Doomed’? (Private James) Frazer (Played by John 
Laurie) 

In an episode of Fawlty Towers, an American Guest demands what type of Salad that Basil has never 
heard of? 

Waldorf (Salad) 

What was the name of the obnoxious cockney plasterer created by Harry Enfield in the late 1980’s? Loadsamoney 
Which show, written by John Sullivan, featured the Characters Vince Pinner and Penny Warrender? Just Good Friends 
Which fictional characters autobiography, entitled ‘Bouncing Back’, describes his battles with weight 
and depression? 

Alan Partidge (Played by Steve Coogan) 

In which sitcom does the lead female character (palyed by one of the show’s co-writers) have a son 
named David Keanu Ronan? 

The Royle Family (the son of Denise) 

Which harassed executive’s loyal secretary, Joan Greengross, was played by Sue Nicholls, who also 
appeared in Coronation Street? 

(Reginald Iolanthe) Perrin (Played by 
Leonard Rossiter) 
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Which fictional Netflix drama saw 456 players, all in deep financial debt, compete for a chance to 
win huge sums of money? 

Squid Game 

Which American comedy stars Dwayne 'The Rock' Johnson as an FBI agent forced to team up with an 
art thief played by Ryan Reynolds? 

Red Notice 

Which Netflix Original series sees a brother and two sisters come to terms with their father's murder 
whilst discovering some family secrets along the way? 

Locke & Key 

Full of twists and turns, which Harlan Coben drama features a mysterious woman who brings chaos 
to all she meets? 

The Stranger 

Asa Butterfield plays socially awkward teen Otis Milburn and Emma Mackay is Maeve Wiley in which 
school-based teen series? 

Sex Education 

Ellen Page and Tom Hopper team up in which action adventure series as they come together to 
protect the world? 

The Umbrella Academy 

How is Joe Maldonado-Passage better known? Joe Exotic 
Ratched tells the origin story of one of the main antagonists from which 1975 Ken Kesey film? One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest 
Which 1983 Walter Tevis novel features the orphaned Beth Harmon and her mission to become the 
world’s best chess player? 

The Queen’s Gambit 

Nicola Coughlan is Penelope Featherington and Adjoa Andoh is Lady Danbury in which popular period 
drama shown throughout 2021? 

Bridgerton 

Young rebel Nimue joins forces with the mercenary Arthur for a mission to save her people in which 
Frank Miller created series? 

Cursed 

Also known as the Monster in Stranger Things, what is the name of the predatory humanoid creature 
that enters into and terrorizes Hawkins in 1983? 

Demogorgon 

GAME OF THRONES Hand of the King, Lord Eddard (Ned) Stark was wrongly executed by beheading 
at the hands of King Joffrey at the end of Season 1. Which popular English Actor portrayed the head 
of House Stark? 
 
Mark Addy – Kit Harrington – Sean Bean 

Sean Bean 

THE WALKING DEAD In their first meeting with Negan, the antagonist and leader of the Saviors. Rick 
and his group of survivors have their weapons taken from them and then forced on their knees to be 
confronted by Negan. Negan tells the group that he is going to beat one of them to death with 
‘Lucille’. After a quick game of "Eeny, meeny, miny, moe" He eventually bludgeons 2 of the group to 
death. Which 2 members are the unlucky victims? 

Abraham Ford & Glenn Rhee  
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Father Gabriel & Maggie Rhee – Abraham Ford & Glenn Rhee – Rick Grimes & Daryl Dixon 
DEATH IN PARADISE A detective inspector is transferred from London to the island of Saint-Marie in 
the Caribbean, to resolve murders with his team. Series 1 & 2, Ben Miller took the lead as DI Richard 
Poole, Series 3, 4 & 5 it was Kris 
Marshall as DI Humphrey Goodman. From Series 6, Who has played DI Jack Mooney? 
 
Ardal O'Hanlon – Aidan Gillen – Liam Cunningham 

Ardal O'Hanlon 

HARRY POTTER What does the Hogwarts' motto, "Draco dormiens nunquam titillandus", mean?  
 
“Never tickle a sleeping dragon” - “It does not do to dwell on dreams and forget to live” - “The truth. 
It is a beautiful and terrible thing, and should therefore be treated with caution” 

“Never tickle a sleeping dragon” 

DEXTER Dexter Morgan is a Miami-based blood splatter expert who doesn't just solve murders; he 
commits them too but, he feels justified because he only kills guilty people. Dexter has knocked up a 
total of 117 kills throughout the series. Like most serial killers, Dexter keeps trophies from his kills. How 
does he trophy his victims? 
 
He keeps his victims right shoe  -  He keeps their eyes and preserves them in a chest freezer - He 
collects a small blood sample, which he preserves on a microscope slide 

He collects a small blood sample, which he 
preserves on a microscope slide 

TRUE BLOOD Sookie Stackhouse’s brother Jason became a police officer before he was turned into a 
werepanther during Season 4. Prior to becoming a lawman, he had joined and later left an Anti-
Vampire cult and hate group. What was the name of this Cult?  
 
The Peoples Temple - Children of God - Fellowship of the Sun 

Fellowship of the Sun 

FROM DUSK TILL DAWN In the snake dancing scene just before the vampires arrive, Actress Salma 
Hayek had to dance with a large python wrapped around her shoulders. Salma has a real fear of 
snakes and she knew her phobia would prevent her from taking the part. Director Robert Rodriguez 
conned her into thinking he would give the role to Madonna if she could not do the scene. What did 
Salma do to overcome her fear? 
 
Rodriguez allowed her to use a snake prop - Hayek spent two months with therapists to overcome her 
fear - They auditioned for body doubles who could complete the scene 

Hayek spent two months with therapists 
to overcome her fear 
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GHOSTBUSTERS The 2016 movie is the 3rd release in the Ghostbusters franchise. This is the first film 
that females take the lead roles of all four of the Ghostbusters. Cameos are made from the original 
ghostbusters who play different characters. One is a taxi driver, another is a ghost debunker, another 
plays the uncle of ‘Patty’. The fourth original ghostbuster does not appear in the film due to his 
death in 2014 however, he appears as a bust outside the university 
office and the film is also dedicated to him. Which actor is this? 
 
 
Harold Ramis – Dan Aykroyd – Bill Murray 

Harold Ramis  

THE LION KING Released on the 25th anniversary of the 1994 animated version, The Lion King was 
not the original choice for the title of the film. What was the original script called? 
 
King of the Jungle – A Lions Tail – The Pride of a King 

King of the Jungle 

STRANGER THINGS Winona Ryder stars as Joyce Byers, the mother of Jonathan, and youngest son 
Will, who is captured by a monster from the ‘Upside Down’ in this Netflix Sci-Fi Horror series, that 
starts in the summer of 1986. When Netflix offered her the part and she accepted. What was it that 
Winona did not know? 
 
 
Did not know how much she was being paid - Did not know what streaming was - Did not know what 
Netflix was as she doesn’t go online 

Did not know what streaming was 

 


